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Project

 1 floor, 60 people, 

 £850,000

 Knoll, Vitra, Gubi, Walter Knoll, Extron

Partners Carter Jonas ,BDP & Artemis Interiors

Location  St. James’s Market, London SW1 

LGT Group is the largest family-
owned private wealth and 
asset manager in the world, 
wholly owned by the Prince 
of Liechenstein Foundation. 
Founded in 1920, their current 
CEO is Prince Maximillian of 
Liechenstein. 

With over 3000 employees in more than 

20 locations across the globe, LGT has 

offices in Asia, Europe, the Middle East 

and the Americas. As well as providing 

private banking and asset management 

services, LGT is also heavily invested in 

many venture philanthropy programmes 

across the developing world. Hunters 

were tasked with providing the full 

furniture package for LGT’s London office 

at their prestigious Mayfair location.

The Project  

We secured the contract through the 

fit-out company, Artemis Interiors. 

Our approach was client driven from 

the outset. We embarked on a long 

consultation process involving weekly 

project meetings and regular showroom 

visits with the client to ensure they were 

happy with the proposed products. As a 

result, the brief went through significant 

evolution, becoming less budget-driven 

and more quality-oriented at the behest of 

the client. AV was the biggest challenge. 

We used Extron’s cable retraction 

system to integrate the technology into 

the meeting room tables. Due to the 

design of the open plan furniture, lots of 

templating was required to make sure the 

fixed tower storage units between desks 

did not obstruct any floor boxes.

Weekly site meetings were key during the 

entire process. We knew everything about 

every aspect of the wider project, liaising 

constantly with client, project manager 

and designer to guarantee there would be 

no surprises.
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The Outcome 

The boardroom is undoubtedly the highlight, combining a 

stunning bespoke Walter Knoll boardroom table and Vitra 

Eames seating with well integrated, state of the art AV to 

create a luxuriant, regal and above all functional space. Desks 

are from Knoll, all 100% sit-stand. Walter Knoll credenzas are 

used in all meeting rooms to house AV. The breakout areas 

combine pieces from James Burleigh with Gubi Beetle chairs 

for a more relaxed ambience.

The reception area is another visual highlight, in particular 

the voluptuous Walter Knoll 375 chairs. The Max Hush phone 

booth adds a playful element to the space, also providing a 

fully sound proofed, truly private space, an essential part of 

any contemporary office.


